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SMOK mods, especially for beginners, can be a little tricky. For this reason, we decided to break down all the settings that you will find inside your mod SMOK to help you better understand how it all works and fits together! SMOK does a lot of mods, but most of them work exactly the same software, although some mods - G-Priv 2, for example - use a touch rather than a touch-
pushing combo. However, it's the same software with the same functionality, with only a few different input methods. I really like SMOK mods, but they still don't get the waipe mod listed inside our top-rated waep mods guide, a place where we list all the latest top-rated veep mods once our team of expert reviewers has put them through their paces. And the reason? SMOK mods
can be a bit wobbly when it comes to durability in my experience. Most new vapers don't know about it, so it's worth noting - just like FYI! If you've been working in SMOK fashion for the past two years, everything that follows should apply to you. As a note, you'll also want to make sure you only ever use the best quality veip juice possible - it's super-important. And it will improve
the performance of your veip tank (cheap veep juice spins coils faster than premium juice). SMOK releases firmware updates from time to time, but they rarely change the look of UX (user experience) or how menu features and fashion settings. Typically, firmware simply adds more energy and corrects known bugs. NOTE NOTE: This guide is designed for beginner vapers. If
you've advanced or used SMOK mods before, a lot of what follows may seem basic, but I want to give a full overview of how mod works from its most basic features in the order of its more advanced features. Let's do it. How to use SMOK Vape Mods: How to Turn It OnThe AWESOME SMOK G-Priv 2 - Read my full review of Mail all the latest SMOK mods run using a fire bar for
one fire button. This is a great method for firing your fashion, as it requires very little precision, you can do it blindly, and the overall movement is more intuitive. Once you've unpacked your SMOK mod and you've installed the right batteries in the right orientation, just click on the fire bar five times to wake up the mod. There will be a short download time where you see the SMOK
logo and then as soon as all the software is downloaded, the menu settings will appear on the display. How to use SMOK Mods: Exploring DisplaySMOK packs a lot of information into the displays of its mods. You have power and TC readings, double battery reading, ohms reading, voltage, and even a puff counter so you can see how much you're vaping each day. If you use one
of the sub-ohm SMOK tanks, you should make sure that its resistance to the coil that speaks on the side. You shouldn't have any problems with this as they are all calibrated for this purpose. Short ATOMizer SMOK Mod error You can crash into problems with your SMOK mod if the coil is set incorrectly, incorrectly, this particular problem mainly affects homemade coils. Resistance
coil, after installation, is shown with the symbol Ohms (Ω) - 0.18 , for example. If you use homemade coils, the resistance coil may be different, but it is a whole other kettle of fish. With any problems and/or problems with the coil, its resistance or connection, the mod simply does not heal and is likely to show an error message. If this happens, check the coil, make sure it is plugged
properly, and make sure the tank is attached properly. To set the desired power (or power), just switch the buttons up and down until you find a sweet spot for your tank. Please note: it's always better to start the path below (40-50 W) than advertised power and work your way slowly, as this gives the coil a chance to prime properly. Running a fashion on too high a power mode with
a new coil can burn it and it will cost you a lot of money in the long run. Go slowly and steadily. How to use SMOK Mods: How to access settingsIf you use the SMOK touchscreen, there will be an settings icon on the home screen that you can simply click to access the mod settings. If you're using a non-touch device, just press the fire three times to enter the settings menu. The
first option you will encounter is MODE SETTING. In MODE SETTING, you can customize different vaping modes for different types of coils - W, Ti, Ni, SS, M - as well as pre-heating if you want this feature to be running. If you just want a veip, and aren't bothered about doing anything fancy, just stick to the fashion in W mode (power) and adjust the power accordingly. Ti, Ni, and
SS are there for different types of coils and temperature control vaping; You can make/use coils of titanium, nickel and stainless steel, and it all requires your own settings to run optimally. If you're just running sMOK coils that came with the kit, just stick to the power mode, as it's designed for standard power modes. The only time you need to worry about other settings is if you're
TC vaping or make your own coil with different types of wires. How to use SMOK Mods: Move inside the menu when you enter the Settings menu (THREE CLICKS at the fire rack), you can quickly skip through the menu settings by clicking on the fire bar. SMOK mods have four main menus: Mode Setting - where you choose your vaping mode (TC or power, for example)Puff
Counter - you can limit the number of puffs you take per day; This feature is set never like the default Screen Setting - here you can (on some mods) change the color of the font as well as light-up LEDs on mods, ProCOLORPower Off is where you turn off the mod because you are inside the menu opener to move around just to use the buttons that you use to adjust the
temperature. To select the option, hold the fire key for ONE SECOND. EXAMPLE: How to change the font font On the SMOK ModFrom home screen, tap three times on the fire barClick through the menu until you reach the Screen SettingUse button on the mod to move through the options until you find the color you want While you have the color you want, hold the fire bar for
ONE SECONDThes the process works throughout the operating system: ONE SECOND has some options; Fast clicks move you through settings menu physical buttons are used to move around the stitchers and menu options. How to use SMOK Mods: Installing a new coil When you change the coil on your tank, especially if you use RDA, SMOK Mod will ask you if it's a new or
OLD reel and give you two potential ohms reading. Choose one that's the same as your coil - if it's new, basically, just hit the new version. On the SMOK mod touchscreen, just click on the new option. If you're using a non-touch SMOK mod, switch between options using quick clicks on the fire rack and when you have the right option selected by the LONG PRESS fire bar to
choose it. How to use SMOK Mods: Fast settings to remember that switch between SOFT, NORMAL, HARD, MAX: on MODOK fashion without touch screen, just click on the fire bar and button up at the same time. From here, you can cycle through output settings. How to change power in TC mode: press the fire button and up at the same time. Now adjust the power using the
keys up and down until you find your sweet spot. Once you've got what you want, click and hold the fire bar for a few seconds to block it. How to lock/unlock the device: On the touchscreen SMOK mod, fire the bar three times to block the mod; three more clicks unlocks it. On the MODOK fashion without a touchscreen just hold two navigation buttons down together at the same
time to block, and once again to unlock. How to use SMOK Mods: How to update SMOK Mod in FirmwareFirst and first, make sure you have a SMOK in NuMicro programming provider tool installed on your computer. Once this is installed, you should follow steps on how to update the firmware on the official SMOK website. NOTE NOTE: You have to take all the batteries out of
fashion before updating the firmware. And, if that wasn't enough, you should also press and hold the shooting bar throughout the process on some models. Again, you can check out all of this on the SMOK website. If I missed anything, or you still have questions, line me up through the contact section below. UPDATE: STOP paying for the odds on E Juice! Inside the VapeBeat E
Juice Store, we offer 30ML and 120ML bottles for $8.99 and $19.99, respectively (we also have over 1000 five STAR reviews). Bedankt voor het aanschaffen van de Smok X-Priv 225W elektrische sigaret. Lees om optimaal gebruik te kunnen maken van uw cigarette, this user manual carefully throughout. What's ER в the box 1x Smok X-Priv 225W MOD 1x Smok TFV12 Prince
Cloud Beast Tank 1x 0.4 TFV12 Прины No4 Катучка 1x 0.12 TFV12 Прин Tч10 Катучка 1x 1x Glass Tube 1x Spare Parts 1x USB Charging Cable 1x Guide YOUR SMOK X-PRIV 225W CHARGING SMOK X-Priv 225W runs on two separate 18650 batteries. In order to make the best use of your batteries as much as possible, it is important that they are always fully charged and
recharged before they are completely empty. There are two ways to charge li-on batteries. The best way is to charge the batteries with an external charger. For example, only the battery, not the mod, is charged while charging. However, you can also charge Li-on batteries through the SMOK X-Priv 225W yourself. You must first place the batteries in SMOK. You can place the
batteries by loosening the magnetic battery valve located at the back of the mod. Once you've done that, look into the battery compartment. There is room for two batteries from the 18650s. Place the batteries in the compartment. Pay close attention to the plus and minus of the battery poles. On the front of the SMOK X-Priv 225 Watt you will find the Micro USB port. To recharge
the batteries, you must insert a micro USB connection of the included Micro USB charging cable into the Micro USB Mod port. Then insert a USB usb charger into your computer or other device. You can also charge SMOK from the socket. Вам нужно будет вставить USB-соединение зарядного кабеля Micro USB в адаптер переменного тока, после чего вы подключите его к
розетке. MAKE YOUR SMOK TFV12 PRINCE CLOUD BEAST TANK READY FOR USE Coil to install the SMOK TFV12 Prince Cloud Beast Tank coil, you need to loosen the top cover of the atomizer base. Now, dare the glass. Once you've done this, you can spin the old block coils free from the atomizer base. Then rotate the new block coil based on the sprayer and screw the
entire back together. Now you've replaced/installed the reel block. Note: If you have installed a new reel unit and you have just filled it, rest for 10 to 15 minutes. This allows the coil unit to absorb the electronic liquid well and prevents you from getting a burning taste. Fill out THE SMOK TFV12 Prince Cloud Beast Tank with smOK TFV12 Prince Cloud Beast with a slide-and-fill
system. To provide clearomizer SMOK electronic liquid, you need to remove it from the lock by clicking on the button that is on the clearomizer. After you've done this, you can slide the top cover of the anti-clockwise clearomizer from the clearomizer. Once you've done that, you can look inside the tank. Fill the tank with the electronic liquid of your choice through an elongated hole
on the side. Make sure the electronic liquid does not enter the middle tube. It's an air pipe. Close the clearomizer lid. Your electric cigarette is ready for use. Note: Never let your cigarette tank drain completely, but fill it up B. Thus, the coil does not get a chance to dry and prevents burning taste. USE YOUR SMOK X-PRIV 225W BUTTON Battery Button is turned on in the mod
side and covers the entire side. When the device is compressed, the battery button is activated. Turn on and off the SMOK X-Priv 225W button, press the battery button five times in one to two seconds. Once you've done this, the SMOK logo will appear on the display, after which you'll be directed to the main screen. If you want to turn off the SMOK, you also have to press the
battery button five times in one to two seconds. Switch between different modes, clicking the battery button three times in a row, you'll be on the menu. Once you've done this, you can navigate through different modes by pressing the battery button again. You can use the plus and minus button to choose between now and set up. Want to confirm the institution? Then you can hold
the battery button for a few seconds. Install power To install the power of THE SMOK X-Priv 225W make sure SMOK is in the right mode. If SMOK is in variable power mode, you can install power with installed buttons located at the right bottom of the fashion. Click the plus button to increase the power and minus the button to reduce power. Set a temperature To set the
temperature of SMOK X-Priv 225W make sure SMOK is in the right mode. If SMOK is in temperature control mode, you can set the temperature with the installed buttons located at the right bottom of the fashion. Press the plus button to raise the temperature and minus the button to lower the temperature. Note: When choosing a mode, consider the material coil unit you are
using. Not every material is suitable for every mode. When installing power, also take into account the power range of the coil you are using. Setting the SMOK puff limit allows you to set a limit on the number of puffs. By pressing the battery button three times, you enter the menu. When you're on the menu, click the battery button just as often until you enter the settings menu.
Now use a set of buttons to set a puff meter from one puff to 999 puffs. If you stand on one and click minus further, NEVER appear on the screen. If there is NEVER on the screen, the limitation of puff puffs is disabled. Set the color of the screen to set the color of the screen, press the battery button three times. Once you've done this, you'll need to press the battery button a few
times until you get to set up the screen screen. If you're successful, you can use settings move around in different colors. If you choose the color you want, you can press the battery button twice to confirm the color of your choice and return to the main screen. FAST SETTINGS Quickly set up another mode to quickly move to a different mode when you are in the home screen, you
can press the battery button and the left dial button at the same time. This gives you the ability to switch between different modes including power, titanium, stainless steel, ni200, nickel and memory mode. Fast set the output voltage to quickly set the output voltage at will, when you are on the home screen, you can press the battery and the correct adjustment button at the same
time. Once you've done that, you can choose a severance. You have a soft, normal and hard choice. Lock the X-Priv keys to make sure the mod doesn't accidentally enter your pocket or bag or that you accidentally change the settings, you can lock the MOD keys. You can do this by pressing the battery button and setting the buttons at the same time. If you want to remove the
keys from fashion, you should also press the battery button and button settings at the same time. A REALLY electric cigarette is a device that is full of small electronics. As with other electrical appliances, it is important that the e-cigarette be used with caution to prevent defects and damage. Read the attached leaflet carefully to avoid surprises. Do you have any questions or
comments? The Rookwinkel.nl service is available to you on weekdays from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. (08:00-8108). (0800-8108). smok veneno user manual pdf. smok veneno kit user manual
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